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Legal Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE SECTION AND DO NOT TAKE ANY ACTIONS UNTIL YOU FINISH IT. THIS WHITEPAPER IS A SUMMARY OF
THE “GONFTY” BUSINESS MODEL, TECHNOLOGY, AND BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO ITS BUSINESS PRINCIPLES. IF YOU ARE IN ANY
DOUBT AS TO THE ACTIONS RELATED TO THE ACQUISITION OF GONFTY TOKENS, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL,
TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) AND IMMEDIATELY NAVIGATE AWAY FROM GONFTY’S WEBSITE AND DO NOT BECOME A
GONFTY TOKEN HOLDER.
The information provided in this whitepaper has been issued on behalf of the GONFTY Foundation (or “the Foundation”), which is planned
to be established in Switzerland. It has been prepared solely for informational purposes and should not be construed as an offer to buy or
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or instrument or any asset or to participate in any transaction or trading activity.
The contents are based upon or derived from information generally believed to be reliable although no representation is made that it is
accurate or complete and the Foundation accepts no liability with regard to the reader’s reliance on it.

Participants in the token sale cannot rely on any of the information herein and must assess on their own, as the case may be together
with their advisers, whether they are willing and in a position to bear the significant risks associated with a purchase of tokens, including
the GONFTY tokens.
GONFTY reserves the right to change the terms and conditions (including the point in time of the GONFTY token sale and the number
and price of the GONFTY tokens available) at any time without prior notice. Furthermore, GONFTY also reserves the right to terminate
the process leading to the GONFTY token sale, respectively the GONFTY token sale at all, at any time.

Legal Disclaimer
KYC CRITERIA
You are not allowed to participate in the GONFTY token sale if you are located, incorporated, or otherwise established in, or a citizen or
resident of:
Afghanistan, Angola, Aruba, Bangladesh, Belarus, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia, Botswana, Brunei Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Burundi,
Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central Africa republic, Chad, China, Comoros, Congo, Congo Democratic republic, Cote d’Ivoire,
Cuba, Djibouti, Dominica, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyz Republic, Laos, People’s Republic Lesotho, Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Micronesia, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nauru,
Nepal, New Caledonia, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Niue, North Korea, Oman, Pakistan, Palestinian Areas, Papua New Guinea Reunion,
Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Serbia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Georgia, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, Sudan,
Suriname, Swaziland, Syria, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Timor, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uganda,
USA, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Western Sahara, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Introducing you to the Metaverse

Market Opportunity
Metaverse Industry Landscape
The Metaverse is the gradual convergence of the digital world with the
physical world. A convergence in a way that is persistent, real-time rendered
and infinite in its ability to offer shared experiences allowing for total sense of
presence.
Virtual identities will become interchangeable with physical identities and new
economies will form around this immersion into virtual/augmented realities.
The effects on our lives will be profound creating a world where we no longer
notice a distinction between our digital avatars and our physical selves.
This evolution originated mostly out of accumulation of technology in the
video game industry but is now transcending it leading to a world where smart
lenses and BCI devices enable us to be surrounded by information –
interactive information for work, entertainment, education, and more.
The economic opportunities of this next iteration of the internet will be
immeasurable.
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Our Vision
Mission statement
GONFTY is a metaverse & blockchain gaming infrastructure project building an industry leading integrated NFT web3 onchain gaming metaverse platform ecosystem. We like to refer to ourselves as 'the Netflix for the metaverse & blockchain
gaming' – our end game is to have a compelling, industry-leading infrastructure platform housing a suite of high-quality
interoperable, independent blockchain games co-existing within our metaverse infrastructure for end-users to navigate
and play.
Our mission is simple; to unleash tomorrow's virtual economy by unlocking the full potential of NFTs in the metaverse. To
do this we are breaking the barriers to entry and facilitating the creation of new economic models for value-creation and
next gen innovation in the metaverse and blockchain gaming. We aim to scale the metaverse and digital gaming
economy ushering a new age of true power to the players and content creators.
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Ecosystem Vision
Introducing our Metaverse vision:
Our vision on use-cases: features of metaverse economy & what you can do?
1.

2.

NFT minted virtual real estate & infrastructure

▪

land – buy / sell / develop

▪

residential properties –
buy / sell / lease / renovate

▪

commercial properties – buy / sell / lease

▪

landmarks (venues / sports stadiums)

▪

space shuttles – interplanetary colonization

▪

time machines – travel in time and build

Your avatar
in our metaverse
GONFTY.world

NFT minted digital collectibles & experiences
▪
digital wearables – your favorite fashion brands
▪
digital vehicles
▪ automotive industry brands
▪ marine industry brands
▪ aviation industry brands
▪
digital art – artists / art galleries
▪
digital entertainment
▪ film studios / independent content creators
▪ Sporting leagues
▪ musicians / record labels
▪
digital experiences
▪ Concerts / film premiers / sporting events
▪ Product launches / unveiling (VR)
▪

Launch VR/AR Hardware

3.
Integrated and interoperable gaming
play2earn games (with interoperable NFT in-game assets, e.g., avatars; skins, digital wearables)
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Our Technology

Platform ecosystem
architecture
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Our Technology

NFTY Chain.
The NFT Chain of Choice.
For Polkadot Ecosystem.

PROTOCOL LAYER:
NFTY Chain (Beta Version)
Our native blockchain (NFTY Chain) is a blockchain built on
substrate which is natively compatible with the Polkadot
ecosystem; and is the on-chain foundation of our GONFTY
ecosystem platform.
NFTY chain can become a parachain that uses Polkadot
Relay Chain validators for its consensus, while allowing
GONFTY to have an independent economic framework, data,
and state. Our native blockchain is a hard fork of substrate
core and its official pallets, which makes is compatible with
Polkadot ecosystem, but nonetheless enables NFTY Chain to
maintain its independence to develop tailormade pallets to
serve its’ clients.
NFTY Chain aims to be a next generation blockchain, an
enabler for future games. Not only will it be environmentally
aware, but also self-aware by incorporating AI to make it a
self-managing and self-optimizing blockchain.

Polkadot is a blockchain framework that enables a
completely decentralized internet of parachains where
users are in control of their identity and data. The Polkadot
network is designed to operate two types of blockchains:

1.

Relay Chain: The core of Polkadot, responsible for the
network’s shared security, consensus, and cross-chain
interoperability; and

2.

Parachains: Sovereign blockchains that use the relay
chain’s computing resources to confirm that
transactions are secure and accurate
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Our Technology

NFTY Chain.
The NFT Chain of Choice.
For Polkadot Ecosystem.

Application layers
Gamebench
GONFTY Gamebench is the gaming launchpad which is composed of a set of SDKs for gaming developers
to build their games and dApps on our blockchain. Essentially, the Gamebench is an SDK wrapping
communication layer on the core protocol. This SDK enables gaming developers to adapt NFTY Chain
functionalities in their game engine of choice.

NFT Mint and Marketplace
One of the key components of the Metaverse is the ability to create and offer NFTs. GONFTY Market is an
NFT minting and marketplace platform which in essence, is a vanilla interface and set of APIs on NFTY
Chain enabling these functionalities for the GONFTY World and others to make use of.

DEX
GONFTY DEXswapp is another pre-built dApp created on NFTY Chain, which is a decentralized exchange
enabling users to transfer and exchange their assets freely and in a decentralized and trust-less manner.
The web app built on NFTY Chain consist of an exchange; liquidity pool; trade pool; and locking mechanism.
Users can swap and exchange their assets, provide a liquidity and trading pool, and lock their assets.
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Our Economy

It’s time. Be an inter-planetary, inter-dimensional, time-traveling species.
Traverse the metaverse.
GONFTY.world
Reality re-imagined.

Metaverse economy
Core Infrastructure
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NFT assets

▪

Virtual Real Estate

▪

Avatars

▪

Ad space

▪

Digital wearables

▪

Space shuttles

▪

Digital transport

▪

Time machines
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Our Economy

It’s time. Be an inter-planetary, inter-dimensional, time-traveling species.
Traverse the metaverse.
GONFTY.world
Reality re-imagined.

Metaverse economy
Platform Producers
(content creators)
PREMIUM SERVICE WITH THREE TIERS:

Platform Consumers
(players)
FREEMIUM SERVICE – Free at point of use

1.

✓

Gaming

✓

Multiplayer live gaming

✓

Traverse the Metaverse (terrestrial, extra-terrestrial, inter-dimensional)
1. exploration, settlement, and colonization timelessly
▪ Land parcel and building blocks
▪ Space shuttle to explore and colonize your own section of
metaverse
▪ Time machine to go forward or backward in time to explore,
settle or colonize

NFTY amity – Community DAO

✓
✓
2.

NFTY ark – B2B self-managed service (gaming studios; etc.)
✓
✓

3.

Token-based membership
engage / experiment with platform with free open-source access

Fee-based commercial license agreements
Access to tailor-made SDKs

NFTY alchemy – B2B fully managed service
✓
✓

Fee-based commercial service & license agreements
In-house white-glove service for full lifecycle project delivery
Dual-token economy
Governance token
✓
✓
✓
✓

Admission into Community DAO (NFTY amity)
Community Proposals Voting
Exclusive Access to Metaverse Land pre-sale
Passive Income: auto-stake gNFTY to earn NFTY$

Ecosystem currency token
✓
✓
✓
✓

Network Trading fees
Metaverse / in-game purchases
NFT trading pairs & liquidity pools
Reward for gNFTY holders & ecosystem participants
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Tokenomics – Governance Token Sale
Parties

Token Allocation
(gNFTY)

Total
Allocation %

Release on
TGE #

Release
on TGE %

Initial Lock-up

Vesting schedule

Token sale:
Private pre-sale: Round 1

5,500,000 tokens

5.5%

137,500
tokens

2.5%

N/A

15 months
(1.52% weekly release)

Token sale:
Private pre-sale: Round 2

5,500,000 tokens

5.5%

165,000
tokens

3%

N/A

12 months
(1.92% weekly release)

Token sale:
Private pre-sale: Round 3

7,000,000 tokens

7%

280,000
tokens

4%

N/A

9 months
(2.56% weekly release)

Token Sale:
Public IDO / IEO

2,000,000 tokens

2%

200,000
tokens

10%

N/A

9 months
(2.56% weekly release)

Liquidity Fund (locked)

5,000,000 tokens

5%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Community & Business
Development

20,000,000 tokens

20%

0

0%

3 month

2.5 years
(2% release per quarter)

Treasury

40,000,000 tokens

40%

0

0%

6months

10 years
(2.1% release bi-annually
after 6month lock-up
period)

Team

15,000,000 tokens

15%

0

0%

6months

2 years
(2.5% release per quarter
after 6month lock-up
period)

TOTAL

100,000,000

100%

782,500

0.78%

3-6 months

10 years
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Tokenomics
Token overview
GONFTY Platform Tokens Overview

gNFTY

NFTY$

Avatars

Land Parcel

Fungible (ERC20 / SPL)

Fungible (ERC20 / SPL)

Non-Fungible (NFT)

Non-Fungible (NFT)

Multi-chain

Multi-chain

Solana (SPL)

Solana (SPL)

Ethereum / Polygon /
Avalanche / Fantom / Solana

Ethereum / Polygon /
Avalanche / Fantom / Solana

Governance Token

Ecosystem Currency

Metaverse Avatar

Metaverse Digital Real Estate

Listed on DEX & CEX

Staking

Listed on GONFTY Market

Listed on GONFTY Market only
with gNFTY tokens

Initial Price

Min $0.30

$0.0030

Auction TBC

Auction TBC

Initial Market Cap

$234,750K

N/A

TBD

TBD

782,500 / 100M

0 / 100B

10K / 10K

54,166 / 100K

Token Type

Token Network

Usage
How to acquire

Circulating / Total Supply
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Roadmap
Q1-Q2 2022
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Private & Public Pre-sale
IDO / IEO Listing
Beta Version of Metaverse
Metaverse Land Sale
Non-Custodial Wallet Beta
with Integration

Q3 2022
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Beta Version of GONFTY gamebench
Beta Version of GONFTY market
Beta Version of GONFTY DEX
Integration with Metaverse
Human-Readable Wallet Addresses

Q4 2022
▪
▪
▪

Build-out Metaverse Ecosystem
Scalable On-chain Gaming
Strategic Commercial Partnerships

Q1 2023
▪
▪
▪
▪

Mainnet Launch (Blockchain 3.0)
Native Token Launch & ERC20
swap
Airdrop & Auto-staking Enabled
Developer Community Building /
Hackathons
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